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TOP OFF SUMMER FAMILY FUN  

WITH A HEALTHY DOSE OF SUN PROTECTION 
- Wallaroo hats deliver family-friendly, fashionable, fun shelter from the sun  - 

 

BOULDER, Colo. –  During summer, most parents think that applying sunscreen is 

sufficient to protect their children and themselves from the sun.  While sunscreen is a must to 

shield against harmful rays, it takes much more than that to effectively protect the skin from 

harmful UVA and UVB rays.   

 The latest trend in sun-protective gear comes from Australia, where the sun shines 

hotter than any place else. Aussie-inspired Wallaroo Hat Company has developed UPF 50+ 

hats for the whole family.  From lounging poolside, to navigating through a crowded 

amusement park, Wallaroo has an amazing selection of hats for every occasion and every 

family member – big or small. 

 “We felt the need to develop hats for every member of the family, as one never 

outgrows the need for sun protection,” said Wallaroo co-founder Lenya Shore. “Wallaroo has 

something for everyone, whether you are gardening or golfing, at the beach or on the boat.” 

The need for superior sun protection is something Australians take very seriously, as 

Australia has the highest incidence of skin cancer in the world.  In order to remind people of 

the proper skin protection techniques, The Victoria Cancer Council developed the slogan: 

Slip! Slop! Slap! (Slip! - Slip on a shirt , Slop! - Slop on the sunscreen , Slap! - Slap on a 

wide-brim hat.) Wallaroo supports this mantra and feels that the combination of sunscreen, a 

shirt and a wide-brimmed hat provides the most effective shield against dangerous sun 

damage.   

 

- more -  
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WALLAROO FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY 2-2-2 

 
The complete 2006 Wallaroo collection includes a total of 24 spring/summer and 

winter styles available in solid fabrics as well as tropical prints and neutrals. Signature 

features include crushable fabric for durability and pliable two to four-and-a-half inch brims 

for maximum sun protection. Most Wallaroo hats feature an internal or external drawstring to 

ensure one size fits all.  Prices start at $26.   

 

# # # 

 

About Wallaroo Hat Company: 

The Boulder, Colo.-based Wallaroo Hat Company manufacturers an Aussie inspired line of 
UPF 50+, colorful, fashion-forward everyday hats. Wallaroo was founded by Stephanie Carter 
and Lenya Shore in 1999 after a trip to Australia where they discovered the Aussie secret to 
sun protection. Wallaroo hats are available at www.wallaroohats.com, in catalogues and more 
than 2,000 outdoor, resort, golf, gardening and boutique retails stores throughout the U.S.  For 
more information, or to view collections readers should visit www.wallaroohats.com 

 

EDITOR’S NOTE:  For more information about Wallaroo Hats, please contact Nancy 
Trent or Pam Wadler at (212) 966 0024. 

http://www.wallaroohats.com/

